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Automatic Method to Compare the Lanes in Gel
Electrophoresis Images

Chih-Yang Lin, Yu-Tai Ching, Member, IEEE, and Yun-Liang Yang

Abstract—Gel electrophoresis (GE) is an important tool in ge-
nomic analysis. GE results are presented using images. Each image
contains several vertical lanes. Each lane consists of several hor-
izontal bands. Two lanes are identical if the relative positions of
the bands are the same. We present a computer method designed
to compare the lanes and identify identical lanes. This method,
developed using many image-processing techniques, is applied to
segment the lanes and bands in GE images. The lanes are then
converted into “position vectors” that describe the positions of the
bands. Comparing lanes becomes equivalent to comparing the po-
sition vectors. This method can accurately identify identical lanes,
helping biologists to identify the identical lanes from many lanes
with much less effort.

Index Terms—Dynamic programming, gel electrophoresis (GE),
lane comparison, matched filter, segmentation, watershed method.

I. INTRODUCTION

G EL ELECTROPHORESIS (GE) was developed as a
means for separating biological macromolecules, such

as DNA, RNA, and protein molecules [1]. There are several dif-
ferent types of GE based on their resolution ranges. One major
application of GE is to separate DNA molecules from 0.5 kbp
to approximately 10 Mbp or larger. GE is an invaluable tool for
gene and genomic analysis and it is routinely used in many appli-
cations, such as gene identification, isolation, and purification.
GE is used in various fields, such as biology, molecular biology,
biochemistry, biotechnology, medicine, and clinical diagnosis.

This technique produces images that consist of several ver-
tical lanes, each lane corresponding to one sample. Each lane
contains a number of horizontal bands. Each band represents a
part of the sample. The positions of the horizontal bands in the
lane represent the molecular weights of that part of the sample.
Two samples are considered to be the same if their lanes have
the same pattern. In this paper, we present a computer method
that automatically identifies lanes with the same pattern among
many lanes.

Previous work regarding the study of this problem can be
found in [2]–[8], the lanes in a GE image were first seg-
mented and converted into a chain code representation. The lane
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comparison was performed by calculating the longest common
subsequence (LCS) in two chain codes. This method did not
segment the bands in each lane so it could not produce an exact
comparison result. It could only eliminate those very different
lanes and reduce the number of lanes to be compared. In [3],
a clustering algorithm for detecting lanes in GE images was
proposed. In this method, only the lanes were segmented. The
accuracy was less than 70%. In [4], an iterative algorithm for
segmenting lanes in GE images was proposed. This method im-
proved the accuracy for lanes segmentation to 96%. The bands
were not segmented in this method. There are four existing soft-
ware packages for GE band extraction [5]–[8]. None of them
provides a “one click” operation to do everything including ac-
curate lanes and bands segmentation, as well as lane comparison.
Many user interfaces such as lane selection are required.

In this paper, we present a method that accurately identifies
identical lanes. Segmentation is the first task. Lanes and bands
segmentation is difficult due to the quality of the GE images.
The images acquired in our system contain a grid texture that
is contaminated during the images acquisition step. Further-
more, there are many factors, such as the applied voltage, field
strength, pulse time, reorientation angle, agarose type, concen-
tration, and buffer chamber temperature, that affect the image
quality and the patterns in the lanes [9], [10]. Especially the
agarose type affects the lane pattern significantly. Agarose is a
polysaccharide consisting of 1,3-linked-beta-d-galactopyranose
and 1,4-linked 3,6-anhydro-alpha-L-galactopyranose. The basic
repeat unit forms long chains with an average mass of 120 kD.
The gelation process eventually leads to formation of mass frac-
tals like a spider web with a pore size about 52 ± 5 nm when the
concentration of agarose is between 0.7% and 1.5%, the range of
conventional applications. With the increase of concentration,
the pore size reduces. In electrophoresis, DNA or other charged
molecules are forced to move through the maze formed by the
polymers. The mobility is guided by two factors, the mass and
the shape of the molecules. The smaller the mass, the fast it
moves. With a homogenous sample, such as DNA, the mass
is the dominant factor. However, due to the flexibility of the
biological molecules, the shape is not consistently maintained
rigidly without any change. Therefore, as the samples move
farther away from the original starting point, the effects of the
shape on the molecules starts to show and the bands become
blur. Thus, the segmentation task is difficult. To overcome this
problem, we present a sequence of procedures, including the
time-variant matched filter, watershed, and dynamic program-
ming techniques, to segment the bands and lanes. Each lane is
then converted into a normalized “position vector” denoted PV,
that specifies the positions of the bands in the lane. Two lanes
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Fig. 1. Imaging system. There is a grid between the CCD camera and the gel
box.

that have the same PVs have the same pattern. All these opera-
tions can be done with the least possible human intervention.

The first step in the proposed method is the preprocessing
step. The grid texture is first eliminated. The background is
then removed. In the next step, the bands are enhanced. The
bands and the lanes are then extracted. The positions of the
bands are normalized and converted into PVs. Comparison of
lanes then becomes a comparison of the PVs of the lanes. The
proposed method is described in Section II. The results are
shown in Section III. In Section IV, we present the accuracy
verification of the method. A software tool that was developed
based on the proposed method is briefly described in Section V.
An application to a biological study is presented in Section VI.
Finally, we have the conclusion and discussion in Section VII.

II. METHOD

A. Preprocessing

There are two tasks in the preprocessing step. The first is
the grid-texture removal. The grid-texture is contaminated from
the image acquisition system. Fig. 1 shows a typical GE image
acquisition system. Because the bands and lanes in gel are not
visible under visible light, the gel box is illuminated using a
fluorescent ultraviolet (UV) light source. There is a grid located
between the gel box and the charge-coupled device (CCD) cam-
era. The grid is used to collimate the light to prevent scattering.
The grid improves the sharpness of the GE images by trapping
most of the scattered light but also causes grid-texture artifacts
in the GE image.

Fig. 2(a) shows one of the gel images containing grid-texture.
The grid texture has a fixed frequency in the frequency do-
main, so it can be removed easily from the frequency domain.
Let f(x, y), 0 ≤ x ≤ M − 1 and 0 ≤ y ≤ N − 1, denote an
M by N GE image. Let fr(x) denote a row in f(x, y). The
one-dimensional (1-D) discrete Fourier transformation pairs for
fr(x)) are

Fr(u) =
M−1∑
k=0

fr(x) exp(−j2πkx/M),

0 ≤ u ≤ M − 1 (1)

Fig. 2. One of the gel images. The shape of the lane is distorted. (a) The
original image containing a grid artifact. (b) The same image with the grid
textures removed from the frequency domain. (c) The background is removed.

fr(x) =
M−1∑
k=0

Fr(u) exp(j2πkx/M),

0 ≤ x ≤ M − 1. (2)

The spectrum is

|Fr(u)| = (Fr(u)F ∗
r (u))0.5 (3)

where * means conjugate.
The power spectrum is shown in Fig. 3(a). In this figure, a

double-sided spectrum was used. The left half is the complex
conjugate reflection of the right half. The grid-texture in the
spatial domain is transformed into a specific frequency that
causes observable peaks on both sides within the vertical line
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Fig. 3. Spectra and histogram of Fig. 2(a) in the frequency domain. (a) The
spectrum of f (x, y). There are two peaks within the two pairs of lines. The
gray scale is logarithmic for visualization purposes. (b) Histogram of f (x, y).
(c) The spectrum after eliminating the grid-texture frequency. The gray scale is
also logarithmic. (d) Histogram after eliminating the grid texture.

pairs [Fig. 3(a)]. The power of the peak frequencies is many
times that of the other frequencies except for those near the
dc term. Such peaks ft can be easily located in the spectrum.
We approximate the spectrum of the grid artifact by a Gaussian
distribution (4)

G(u) =
1

σ
√

2π
exp

(
−(u− µ)2

2σ2

)
. (4)

By estimating µ and σ of the Gaussian distribution, we can
construct the band-stop Gaussian filter B(u). µ should be equal
to the peak frequencies ft. σ is obtained by calculating the
standard deviation over the interval from ft − (ft/10) to ft +
(ft/10) in the spectrum as shown in (5)

σ =
∑N

i=1 |Fr(i) − µ|
N

, Fr(i) ∈ ft − (ft/10) to ft(ft/10).

(5)

Substituting the mean and the standard deviation, we have the
Gaussian band-stop filter shown in (6)

B(u) =
1

σ
√

2π
− 1

σ
√

2π
exp

(
−(u− µ)2

2σ2

)
,

u = 1 . . .M. (6)

We multiply Fr(u) by B(u)to obtain F ′
r(u) shown in (7)

F ′
r(u) = Fr(u)B(u), u = 1 . . .M. (7)

Taking the 1-D inverse Fourier transform (2) ofF ′
r(u), we obtain

a grid-texture free row, F ′
r(x). The process is applied to each

row in f(x, y) to obtain an image, f ′(x, y). f ′(x, y) is free
of grid-texture, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Fig. 3(a)–(d) shows the
spectrums and histograms before and after removing the grid-
texture frequency.

The second task in the preprocessing step is to set the inten-
sities of the pixels not in the bands to zero. These background
pixels generally have a lower intensity than the pixels in the
bands. In Fig. 3(d), the histogram approximately consists of
two normal distributions. A threshold is set to be the closest
gray-level corresponding to the minimum probability between
the maxima of two normal distributions, which results in mini-
mum error segmentation. Such optimal threshold was solved by
using the method proposed by Glasbey [11]. The result after the
preprocessing step is shown in Fig. 2(c).

B. Lanes and Bands Segmentation

Some observable properties of bands and lanes are presented
before presenting the proposed method.

1. The bands closer to the top are wider than those closer to
the bottom of the image.

2. The shapes of the bands are concave downward and similar
in the same lane.

3. The bands in different lanes in the same image may have
different shapes.

4. A band could break into several fragments due to noise.
The method for segmenting bands and lanes was designed based
on the properties stated above. Bands and lanes segmentation
consists of several steps. The first step is to enhance the bands.
The skeleton for each band is then found. Lane segmentation is
based on the band skeletons.

To enhance the blurred bands, the matched filter technique
[12]–[14] is employed. Matched filter is designed based on
the shape and intensity distribution of the bands. A large re-
sponse can be obtained if the matched filter is applied to a place
where there is a band. The intensity profile along the vertical
line (y-direction) passing through a lane is shown in Fig. 4.

A band profile is bell-shaped and can be approximated using
a Gaussian distribution in the y direction, as shown in (8)

D(y) = e
−y2

2σ2 , −∞ ≤ y ≤ ∞. (8)

Because the bands are not horizontal line segments but
rather concave downward curves, a rectangular-shaped (two-
dimensional) 2-D matched filter shown in (9) is needed

D(x, y) = e
−y2

2σ2 − dy

2
≤ y ≤ dy

2
,−dx

2
≤ x ≤ dx

2
. (9)
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Fig. 4. Intensity profile of a vertical scan line passing through the middle of a
lane.

Fig. 5. Result from applying the matched filters.

Two parameters, the width dx and the height dy , for the match
filter must be determined. In determining the width dx, since
the bands are not perfectly straight lines, dx should not be as
wide as the length of the bands. In our experiment, dx = 5 is
an appropriate value for most of the cases. The height dy of the
matched filter depends on the variance σ2 in (9). Since the bands
closer to the top are wider than those closer to the bottom of the
image, σ should vary depending on the location of the band. In
the case of different σ, a time-variant matched filter is needed.
We set σ as a linear function of y, as shown in (10)

σ = 1 + c ∗ y/N (10)

where y is the distance between the band and the bottom side of
the image. For a small σ, the Gaussian quickly drops to zero and
so dy should be small. Conversely, for a large σ, the Gaussian
slowly becomes zero and so dy should be large. We used the
method in [15] to determine dy from a given σ. The height is
between −(4σ + 3)/2 ≤ y ≤ (4σ + 3)/2. Based on the above
discussions, the matched filter is shown in (11)

D(x, y) = e
−y2

2σ2 − dy

2
≤ y ≤ dy

2
, −dx

2
≤ x ≤ dx

2
,

σ = 1 + c ∗ y1/N. (11)

where dy = 4(σ + 3) and dx = 5. Images convolved with the
matched filter have the bands enhanced. The result after applying
the matched filters is shown in Fig. 5. The intensity profile
along a vertical line passing through a lane is shown in Fig. 6.
Compared to the image shown in Fig. 4, the bands in Fig. 6 are
much easier to identify.

Fig. 6. Intensity profile of a lane scan line after filter matching.

Fig. 7. Result from applying the 1-D watershed segmentation algorithm to
Fig. 5. The break points are highlighted with the circles.

In Fig. 6, the peak of a bell-shaped curve is a point on the
centerline of a band. Thus, the center of a band can be found
by determining the local maxima (peaks) on the profile. The
intensity threshold is not applicable because the peaks do not
have the same height. The watershed algorithm [16], [17] was
used to segment the peaks.

The 1-D watershed algorithm is applied to determine the
peaks of all the vertical scan lines in the image. Since the peaks
are candidate points on the center line of bands, the peaks tend
to form a set of connected components. Among all of these
connected components, most are at the center of the bands while
some are just noise. A size filter with a proper threshold is
then applied to remove small connected components that are
generally noise. The threshold was set to 3. The resulting image
is a binary image, as shown in Fig. 7.

To segment the lanes, three parameters THLO, THHI, and
THLane are set. THLO is the smallest possible number of bands
in a lane. This parameter is set to remove empty lanes from the
image. THHI is a parameter that represents the largest possible
number of bands on a lane. The parameter THLane defines the
smallest lane width.

We count the number of nonzero pixels on each column in
Fig. 7 to obtain the profile shown in Fig. 8(a). In Fig. 8(a),
the high-rising portion along the curve corresponds to a lane.
To segment the lanes, we start with the threshold THLO. The
horizontal line y = THLO cuts the curve into several connected
components formed by the high-rising parts. A connected com-
ponent is considered a lane if the width of the connected com-
ponent is greater than THLane. The number of lanes obtained
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Fig. 8. (a) Vertical projection of the points in Fig. 7. (b) Horizontal projection
of the points in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9. Result of segmentation of lanes.

is then counted using this given threshold. The threshold is
increased and the steps iterated until the threshold reaches
THHI. The number of lanes obtained is counted each time.
The largest threshold that maximizes the number of lanes is
the best threshold.

To determine the top and bottom lane boundaries, we count
the nonzero pixels along each row in Fig. 7 to obtain a profile
shown in Fig. 8(b). A threshold is set so that the left-most
and right-most peaks satisfy the thresholds corresponding to
the top and bottom sides. The threshold was set to 20% of the
mean of the histogram. The lane segmentation result is shown
in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10. (a) Average shape of the bands in a lane. (b) Dilation of (a).

C. Calculate the Lane PVs

On each segmented lane, the bands in the lane will be con-
verted into horizontal line segments. A normalized PV that de-
scribes the position of the bands will then be established. The
first step is to recover the broken bands by connecting the break
points. The break points are highlighted by the circles in Fig. 7.
Break points are the boundary points of connected components.
They can be easily determined. Recall that the shapes of the
bands in a lane are similar. An “average shape” of the bands in a
lane can be calculated. A weighted directed graph based on the
average shape is then created. Recovering the bands becomes
a problem of finding the shortest path in the weighted graph.
The average shape in a lane is presented by a mask containing
binary values. The method for calculating the average shape is
stated in the following.

Suppose that there are n vertical lines li, i = 1, . . . , n from
left to right passing through a lane. Let Si be the set of intersec-
tion points of li and the skeletons of the bands. Consider a pair
of intersection points p and q on a band, p in Si and q in Si+1.
−→
p, q points in one of the following directions: northeast, east, or
southeast. The “average direction” from the points in Si to the
points in Si+1 is determined using the majority of the directions
from the points in Si to the points in Si+1. The average shape
is the sequence of points determined by the sequence of major
directions. An average shape of the bands in a lane is shown in
Fig. 10(a). The dilation operation was applied to the skeleton
in Fig. 10(a) to obtain a template mask for the average shape
shown in Fig. 10(b).

The width of the template mask is the same as the lane width.
If we slide the template mask in the lane to a place where there
are an even number of break points covered by the mask, a
weighted graph G = (V,E) is established.

Let s and t be the break points in Si and in Sj , i ≤ j, to
be connected. Let Vk, k = i + 1, . . . , j − 1, be the set of points
on lk covered by the template mask. V is the set of vertices
corresponding to the points in the sets Vk, k = i + 1, . . . , j − 1.
E is the set of edges that is the union of the following three sets
of edges, which are shown in (12) at the bottom of the next
page. There are weights on the vertices. The weight of a vertex
is the inverse of the intensity of its corresponding pixel in the
image after the matched filter enhancement (Fig. 5). Given the
weighted directed graph G, we can find the shortest path from
s to t [18]. Connecting s and t using the shortest path recovers
the broken band. The result is shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Broken band result from recovering and removing the areas that are
not in the lanes.

Fig. 12. Result is shown superimposed on the original image.

Each band is converted into a horizontal line segment that
passes through the middle point of a recovered band. The result
is shown in Fig. 12. The position of the horizontal line segment
is regarded as the position of the band. The PV of a lane is
obtained.

D. PVs Normalization

Since there are many factors that affect the relative posi-
tion between bands and the height of the lane, the PVs of two
identical lanes can be very different. Before the lanes can be
compared, the PVs of the lanes must be normalized. There are
two parameters that need to be estimated for PV normalization:
the “offset” o, and the “scaling factor” s. The offset and scaling
factors for the jth lane in the ith image are denoted oij and sij .

All of the images contain a “marker” (the left-most lane) and
a “vector” (the right-most lane) that provide important infor-
mation for PV normalization. A marker is a characteristic of a
molecule or cell that is known. The vector is used to refer to a
carrier nucleic acid molecule into which a nucleic acid sequence
can be inserted for introduction into a cell where it can be repli-
cated. All of the lanes except the marker contain the sample of
the vector. We propose to use the marker as a reference to justify
the variations between two images, i.e., the marker is used to
normalize the PVs between images to obtain oi and si. Because
all of the lanes contain the samples in the vector, the vector is
used to normalize the lanes within an image.

The procedure starts with normalizing a PV of the marker in
an image to the range 0–999 so that the bottom and top sides
are set at 0 and 999, respectively. For all the other markers in
image i, oi and si are calculated by using the algorithm stated
in the following and applied to adjust image i. In image i, the
vector is normalized to the range 0–999. All the lanes are then
normalized by using the same method.

For a PV, v = 〈b1, b2, . . . , bm〉, the operations “+” and “∗”
are defined as follows.

1) Let o be a constant, v + o = 〈b1 + o, b2,+o, . . . , bm +
o〉.

2) Let s be a constant, v ∗ s = 〈b1 ∗ s, b2 ∗ s, . . . , bm ∗ s〉.
Given a PV, vi, the jth band in vi is denoted as bij

. Given two
PVs, v1 and v2, two bands b1i

and b2j
are matched if |d(1i, 2j)|

is less than a given threshold where d(1i, 2j) is the difference
between b1i

and b2j
. A best match for v1 and v2 is obtained

using an offset o, such that the number of the matched bands
of v1 and v2 + o is maximized and the sum of the differences
|d(1i, 2j)| is minimized. If scaling is allowed, the best match
for v1 and v2 is determined by o and s such that the number
of matched bands for v1 and v2 ∗ s + o are maximized and
the sum of the differences is minimized. To determine the best
possible combination of s and o, a brute force approach was
used that evaluated all possible combinations of s and o · s is a
real number ranging between 1000/N and 3000/N (N is the
number of pixels in the y-direction). The interval is 0.01 · o is
a set of real numbers between −500 and 500. The interval is 1.
Recall that bands closer to the top have a larger variance than
bands closer to the bottom. The tolerance for a match varies
according to the position of the bands. The following error
tolerance function was used to define the threshold:

th = thM + W ∗ bli

1000
. (13)

The error tolerance varies from top to bottom and ranges
from thM to thM + W . We used 14 and 15 for thM and W ,
respectively, in our experiment.




{〈s, v〉 | v ∈ Vi+1},
{〈v, t〉 | v ∈ Vj−1}, and{〈

v(p,q), v(p+1,q−1)

〉
,
〈
v(p,q), v(p+1,q)

〉
,
〈
v(p,q), v(p+1,q+1)

〉
:v(x,y)

is the yth vertex in Vx and p = i + 1, . . . , j − 2
} (12)
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III. RESULTS

The band and lane segmentation results were shown in the
previous section. In this section, the vector removal results are
presented first. The lane and band segmentation result using a
PFGE with an Escherichia coli genomic sample image is also
presented. The lane comparison result is presented last.

The vector shown in the last lane is common to all other lanes
(except the Marker lane). Removing the vectors from a lane
produces a new lane that contains only the samples of interest.
The threshold defined in (13) is used to identify the bands in a
lane belonging to the vector. Three vector removal results are
shown in Fig. 13. After the vector is removed, only a very few
bands are left. The resulting image makes the comparison job
for the biologist easier.

The proposed method was also applied to a PFGE image.
This kind of image has a different appearance. The image was
obtained from an E. coli genomic study experiment. The set of
images is shown in Fig. 14(a)–(e). Fig. 14(a) shows the original
image. In Fig. 14(b), the image was obtained by applying a time-
variant matched filter. The watershed algorithm was applied to
Fig. 14(b) to obtain Fig. 14(c). Fig. 14(d) shows the result from
superimposing the segmented results onto the original image.
Note that the bands in the fourth lane from the left are hard to
recognize by a human. The computer method can still segment
the bands well.

The main goal of this work was to identify identical lanes. Two
lanes are identical if they have an identical PV. After comparing
all pairs, our method generates a report, shown in Fig. 15. In
this report, the number of different bands between the lanes is
listed.

In Fig. 15, “i-j” means the jth lane in image i. The report
shows that “1-5,” “2-3,” and “3-6” are exactly the same and
“2-8” and “3-8” are also identical. “1-2@3-3=1” means that
there is one different band between “1-2” and “3-3”. “1-4@3-
3=1,3-4=1” means that there is one different band between the
pairs “1-4” and “3-3,” as well as “1-4” and “3-4.”

IV. ACCURACY VERIFICATION

We verified the accuracy of the bands segmentation by com-
paring the results obtained by the proposed method, a commer-
cially available software (Molecular Analyst Software [8]), and
an experienced biologist. Molecular Analyst Software [8] has
been developed by Bio-Rad Laboratories.

We randomly selected ten images. There were a total of
774 bands in these ten images. A human expert manually
drew horizontal bars on the bands. These images were also
segmented by using the proposed method and Molecular An-
alyst Software. The human expert then reviewed the results
obtained by the proposed methods. Both the human expert
and the proposed methods made mistakes. In the proposed
method, the computer interpreted some artifacts as bands. How-
ever, the computer was also much more sensitive to the bands
than the human expert. There were cases that the human ex-
pert agreed with the computer after reviewing the computer’s
results. These cases occurred mostly when there were light
bands.

Fig. 13. Vector is removed. The samples of interest are shown using bright
bars superimposed onto the original image.

The comparison results are shown in Table I. For each band
detected by the computer methods but not by the human ex-
pert, the human expert had a false negative case. Otherwise the
computer had a false positive case. In contrast, for each band
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Fig. 14. (a) Original image. (b) Result from applying a time-variant matched
filter. (c) Result from applying the 1-D watershed segmentation algorithm to
(b). (d) The segmented result is shown superimposed onto the original image.

Fig. 15. Report generated by the proposed method.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE BAND SEGMENTATION RESULTS OBTAINED

BY THE PROPOSED METHOD, A HUMAN EXPERT, AND MOLECULAR

ANALYST SOFTWARE

detected by the human expert but not by the computer methods,
the human expert had a false positive case if the human expert
agreed with the computer. Otherwise, the computer had a false
negative case. The error rate was obtained by dividing the total
errors by the total number of bands. The error rate for band
detection was 2.6% using the proposed method. The error rate
for band detection was 9.2% using the Molecular Analyst Soft-
ware. Fig. 16 shows segmentation results obtained by using the
proposed method and the Molecular Analyst Software. There
are many bands detected by using the proposed method but
not by the Molecular Analyst Software. The proposed method
could achieve better accuracy. With regards to the accuracy of
the lane segmentation, all lanes detected by the human expert
were detected by the computer methods. The error rate for lane
detection was 0% using the proposed method.

Comparing the proposed method with the method using the
Molecular Analyst Software, there were many user interven-
tions involved when the Molecular Analyst Software was used
to segment bands. The proposed method provides a “one click”
operation to do everything including lanes and bands segmen-
tation, as well as lane comparison. It took more than 1 h to
segment the bands in the ten images using Molecular Analyst
Software for comparison purpose in the accuracy analysis. The
proposed method segmented the bands in more than 1000 lanes
and identified the identical lanes in less than 4 min. The pro-
posed method saves biologist effort greatly.

V. SOFTWARE TOOL

A software tool based on the proposed method was devel-
oped. The software tool provides a “one click” operation; i.e.,
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Fig. 16. (a) Segmentation result obtained by using the proposed method.
(b) The segmentation result of the same image obtained by using the Molecular
Analyst Software. There are bands detected by the proposed method but not by
the Molecular Analyst Software.

click a “Go” button, all images are processed and the report
shown in Fig. 15 is generated. Since the computer could make a
mistake, the software tool provides operations for the biologist
to insert bands or delete detected bands. This software system
also provides a way to graphically display the differences. One
can use a mouse to select a lane. The software system will show
the differences between the other lanes and the selected lane in
the images. The matched bands are shown with bright bars. The
bands that do not match are shown with an X over the bands.
If there are bands on the selected lane that do not appear in the
other lanes, these bands are shown by a dark bar. For example,
in Fig. 17, lane 5 in image 1 is selected. The selected lane is
highlighted with a bold yellow rectangle. Bands in all of the

Fig. 17. Software system shows the differences between the selected lane and
the other lanes in the same or different images. (a) Using the mouse to select
lane 5. (b) Lane 3 is identical to lane 5 in (a). (c) Lane 6 is also identical to lane
5 in (a).

other lanes are marked by bright or dark bars or an X. We can
easily see that “1-5,” “2-3,” and “3-6” are exactly the same.
For the other lanes, because there are marks on the bands, we
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Fig. 18. Click “Go” to start the computation including lane and band segmen-
tation, as well as lane comparison.

can easily verify the correctness of the results obtained by the
computer. Using the editing tool provided by the computer, we
can modify the computer’s segmentation results.

There are parameters, for example, dx in (11), the constant c
in (11), and the threshold for the size of components, that can
be inputted to the software system. These parameters need to be
adjusted only once for a study. A screen shot of the developed
software system is shown in Fig. 18. The comparison result can
be seen in the lower right corner in the display window of the
software.

VI. APPLICATION TO A REAL CASE

The proposed method has been applied to analyze Candida
albicans [19]. C. albicans is the most frequently isolated fungal
pathogen in humans and has caused morbidity in seriously de-
bilitated and immunocompromised hosts [20]. Coinciding with
the increased usage of antifungal agents, the incidences of drug
resistance have also increased [22], [23]. The cells of C. albicans
can switch from the unicellular yeast form into either one of the
two distinct filamentous forms, pseudohyphae or hyphae. This
ability to switch is associated with its virulence, or its ability
to cause diseases (5). Hence, we are interested in knowing the
mechanism of this process. The first step is to identify genes in-
volved in the morphogenesis. We have performed transcriptome
analysis by means of suppression subtractive hybridization [24]
to isolate all cDNA fragments related to the morphogenesis un-
der our experimental condition. In total, more than 1000 cDNA
plasmids have been obtained, of which the mRNA levels were
different between the unicellular form and the filamentous form.
To unveil the DNA sequences in those cDNA fragments and to
reduce the cost of sequencing, all the plasmids were then di-
gested with Hae III to cleave the cDNA fragments into several
smaller ones. Then, the cleaved products were run on agarose gel
in electrophoresis to resolve the cleaved DNA fragments. Each
unique DNA sequence will produce a unique set of cleaved
DNA fragments, known as restriction patterns, which reflect the
contents of the DNA sequences. The restriction patterns were
then used to classify the cloned cDNA fragments. If the restric-

tion patterns of two cDNA clones were identical, we assumed
that they had the same DNA sequences. To facilitate the cate-
gorization of the candidates, the software tool was used to re-
place the time-consuming label-intensive eye-balling process of
comparing more than 1000 sets of recoded restriction patterns.
Representative candidates from each category were subjected
to sequencing and database comparison to reveal the identities
of the genes. One of the candidate genes whose expression was
higher in yeast form cells than in filamentous form cells was
the ERG 3 gene, known to be important for drug resistance to
azoles in C. albicans. Hence, the regulatory pathways of mor-
phogenesis and drug resistance are connected to each other.

VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, an accurate lanes and bands segmentation
method for GE images was presented. The method converted
a lane to a normalized PV. Comparing the PVs identifies the
same lanes among many lanes. The accuracy for lanes and
bands segmentations is, respectively, 100% and more than
97%. A software system was developed based on the presented
method. The required user interface is reduced to the simplest
possible. This software tool was developed on a PC with a
Pentium 4 (2.2 GHz) CPU running on the Windows XP operat-
ing system. The overall execution time for a 640× 480 image
took less than 2 s. For a case of 140 images (about 1200 lanes),
the total computing time was less than 4 min. The time needed
for comparing the PVs can be ignored and the final report can
be generated in seconds. This system helps biologists to save a
great deal of effort in comparing GE images.

In the normalization step in the presented method, it is re-
quired that there is a vector in every image. This is not the
case for many other similar experiments using GE technique.
Designing a more general method is our future work.

APPENDIX

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENTED METHOD

The method is summarized in the pseudocode.
Procedure FindIdenticalLanes()
{
1. Preprocessing the images, removing the grid-texture and

the background;
2. Applying the matched filter to enhance the bands;
3. Applying the watershed algorithm to calculate the center-

line of the bands;
4. Broken bands are recovered based on the average shape

using the shortest path algorithm;
5. Normalized PVs are computed based on the marker and

vector;
6. Generate the comparison result.
}
The images contain the grid textures. The grid texture has

a fixed frequency in the frequency domain. Thus, it can be
removed easily from the frequency domain. Clean images are
obtained so that the optimal threshold can be computed by using
the method proposed by Glasbey [10].
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Steps 2–5 were designed based on the observable properties
of the lanes and bands. If the shape and intensity of the object of
interest are known, the matched filter technique is the best to en-
hance the objects. Since the bands should be horizontal bars but
are actually concave downward curves, a rectangular matched
filter with smaller width is employed. In Step 3, the watershed
algorithm was applied to determine the centerlines of the bands.
Since the matched filter has been applied, the watershed method
can determine accurate centerlines of the bands. The shape of the
bands is similar in a lane. This provides important information
to recover the broken bands. In Step 4, we compute the average
shape. A weighted directed graph is established based on the av-
erage shape and the image after application of the matched filter.
We recover the broken band by finding the shortest path in the
graph. The bands in a lane are converted into the PV. In Step 5,
since we know that there are an identical marker and vector in
each image, we use this information to calculate the normalized
PVs. Finally, lanes comparison is carried out by comparing the
normalized PVs in Step 6.
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